Gt g6 pontiac

It was introduced in for the model year to replace the Grand Am. Production ended in with the
discontinuation of the Pontiac line. Its name derives from being the successor to the Pontiac
Grand Am , and serves as the "sixth generation" of the Grand Am, hence G6. The nomenclature
also hearkens back to the Pontiac , another midsize car. The concept used a 3. When the G6
was introduced in , it had two trim levels, base "V6" and sportier "GT". Both trims, however,
used a 3. Matched to a four-speed automatic transmission , the GT featured TAPshift, where the
driver could select the gears manually. Base models were well equipped, featuring power locks,
windows and mirrors with keyless entry, six-speaker CD stereo, power drivers seat, air
conditioning and split folding rear seat. GTs added an eight-speaker Monsoon stereo, premium
cloth seats with six-way adjustment, remote start, ABS and traction control. In , the G6 added
two new trim levels and two new bodystyles, a coupe and a retractable hard top convertible. The
new trim levels were a new base four-cylinder trim sometimes referred to as "SE" , and the high
performance "GTP". The new base model used a horsepower, 2. The 3. The new GTP used a 3. A
four-speed automatic transmission was standard, but for no cost, a six-speed manual
transmission was available. The GTP convertible was not available with the manual
transmission and reduced its power to hp , due to a more restrictive exhaust system. The GTP
also featured standard electronic stability control. The G6 saw more engine changes, and
standard side torso and side curtain airbags actually introduced late in the model year were
new. The GTP was given a new 3. It is mated to a six-speed automatic transmission. Midway
through the model year the six-speed manual was dropped with the 3. The GTP convertible was
also discontinued. SAE ratings also dropped the horsepower ratings on the 2. For , 2. An all new
6 speed automatic transmission, which debuted on the Chevrolet Malibu , became optional on 4
cylinder models. GM revised the G6 in the middle of , creating a " Changes consisted of a
revised front and rear fascia as well as a revision of the dashboard, most notably adding an
updated radio with Bluetooth capability. Coupes and convertibles ceased production at the end
of the model year, making examples with the Subsequent to this model's introduction, General
Motors entered bankruptcy, and announced that the G6 sedan would be discontinued in Most
other Pontiac models had been discontinued, but the G6 was in high-demand for fleet vehicle
orders, facilitating production to continue while the brand was wound down. In , the G6 had
white back-lit dashboard lights instead of the traditional red, Pontiac color scheme. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the Pontiac G6 an overall Good score in the frontal
offset crash test [2] but an Acceptable score in the side impact crash test even though side
airbags were introduced late in the model year. It includes a 3. The launch of the G6 was a major
publicity stunt : of the cars were given away to audience members of The Oprah Winfrey Show
on the talk show 's fall season premiere. On September 12, , Autoblog did a follow up on the
individuals who won the vehicle on the tenth anniversary of the telecast. The winners
interviewed learned that although they did "get a car" from Winfrey during the broadcast, in
actuality they had to go to the Pontiac dealership in their area to pick up the G6 because the
vehicles that were shown in the studio's parking lot were used as a promotion. One couple had
to sell their G6s because they learned of tax implications that came with owning the car.
Another kept hers even though her two friends who came with her to the taping no longer have
theirs one was sold, another was totaled in an accident and hopes to give the G6 to her
daughter in time for college, saying "I'm hoping to drive it until we can't drive it any more. R
after the GTO went out of production. The cars are referred to as GXP. Weight saving features
include carbon fiber body panels, shatter-resistant polycarbonate windows. The custom
tube-frame chassis is not related to the road car's chassis and the 6-speed gearbox delivers
power to the rear wheels. The front and rear fenders flared to cover the wide, inch wheels and
class-spec Hoosier racing tires. A rear wing reminiscent of sports option package on the race
car is fitted at the back, underneath the proper racing rear wing. To expedite sales at some
dealerships, GM authorized seats to be replaced with leather seats as a dealer-installed option.
This change could cause the passenger air bag sensor to not detect an occupant. GM took the
rare step of buying back any cars that had this dealer installed option. The second recall NHTSA
Campaign 09V affected 8, MY G6 vehicles, and corrected a potential corrosion that affected
brake light wiring, and could cause brake lights to not illuminate. On September 21, , General
Motors recalled , vehicles involving the Chevy Malibu , Pontiac G6 and Saturn Aura from model
years through equipped with four-speed automatic transmissions. The problem is a condition
that could make cars roll when in park. The recall affects , in the United States, 40, in Canada
and 7, in other markets. GM expanded the recall in after finding the problem was not isolated to
that model year. In GM has recalled the vehicle regarding a condition in which the transmission
shift cable may fracture. The fracture prevents the driver from selecting gears and may cause
the vehicle to move in an unintended direction. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Retrieved R press release". R review:". General Motors. Archived from the original on
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Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Sedan: Grand Am. Grand Prix. Station wagon.
Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. Personal luxury. As the
replacement for the dated Grand Am--a car that last underwent a major revision in the Pontiac
G6 is shouldered with the unenviable dual role of slayer and savior. Sort of a Kevorkian of
automobiles, the G6 gets to kindly kill off the long-running Grand Am after the model year
Pontiac is offering a limited run of Grand Am coupes for '05 and strengthen Pontiac's image as
the maker of "excitement. It's no secret the Grand Am has been a disappointment to the
enthusiast crowd. Shuffle through your old Car and Drivers, and you'll find that the last time a
Grand Am competed in a comparison test here was in February In that eight-car shootout, it
fired a decided blank, finishing eighth. Since then, we haven't had sufficient reason to invite a
Grand Am back, despite the freshening it received in ' Nonetheless, the Grand Am has been a
hit in the marketplace, continually managing to be Pontiac's bestseller. Through October ,
Pontiac sold more than , Grand Ams, which is 32 percent of the division's sales. And since its
overhaul in , the Grand Am has found more than one million takers, with nearly , sold in that
year alone. In beancounter circles, this is bliss. Still, about 30 percent of those sales came not
from the Joneses and Smiths but rather from the Hertzes and Avises. And so the G6 is expected
to continue to be Pontiac's volume leader, with the division aiming to sell about , annually.
Eventually, there will be a coupe, a retractable-hardtop convertible, an entry-level sedan with a
2. Pontiac is hoping to downgrade fleet sales to about 10 percent of the mix, which means that,
unlike the Grand Am, the G6 has to be a legitimate contender in its segment. One look at this
new Pontiac and it's clear that design manager Jeff Perkins sought to make a bold statement,
one that would catch the eyes of prospective buyers who tend to be partial to imports, e.
Without the Grand Am's celebrated and mocked body cladding, the G6 now has a clean, sleek
skin that, combined with a rakish beltline and ski-slope hood, gives it an aggressive,
fast-forward stance. For Perkins, it was essential the G6 possess dynamic proportions; thus, it
features a stretched wheelbase sandwiched by a short rear overhang and long front overhang.
The exterior redesign carries over inside, where the interior is noticeably more slick than the
Grand Am's. We were impressed with the G6's ergonomics, fit and finish, and high-quality
plastics--most of which are nicely grained and soft to the touch--and aesthetically pleased by
the two-tone beige-and-black ambience. The panoramic roof functioned without a glitch, the
three back panes smoothly sliding and stacking rearward, the front popping up to serve as a
wind deflector. If we had our druthers, we'd replace the way-bright chrome surrounds on the
gauges with brushed rings and find better-shaped, more supportive seats. As they are, the
fronts lack the firm-hug feel of proper sport chairs, and the rear bench, although a La-Z-Boy
sofa compared with the Grand Prix's park bench, features a seat cushion too flat and short. The
G6's long wheelbase is identical to the Rather than utilize the 's Parked next to a Grand Am, the
G6, at Between the lines, the G6 shades The G6 is suspended by struts up front and a four-link
independent setup in back. Compared with the standard G6, our GT tester featured
larger-diameter anti-roll bars, inch "chrome tech" alloy wheels, bigger front brake rotors, and
sport-tuned dampers and springs. Equipped with this so-called sport suspension, we expected
the GT to be, well, sporty. It wasn't. Hustled around our 10Best handling route, the G6 displayed
expected levels of moderate understeer, but it felt more floaty than sporty, its legs too yielding
to carve up the road in the manner of a front-wheel-drive sports sedan like the Mazda 6 s. Our
GT's rack-and-pinion helm lacked the direct, positive feel that builds confidence, be it cornering
or cruising, instead communicating a disconnected sense on-center and numbness through
turns. So, although the G6 recorded an above-average roadholding number of 0. The four-wheel
disc brakes with standard ABS did little to help, despite offering a firm pedal feel. Stopping from
70 to 0 mph required feet--about the same as its competitors. On the bright side, the G6's
forgiving suspension delivered a supple, comfortable ride, even over the ragged, uneven roads
outside Ann Arbor's city limits. In fact, even the roughest stretches we traversed did nothing to
stress the stout structure, much less upset the chassis, which soaked up bumps without
inflicting bruises or raising concerns. At the drag strip, the hp G6 dragged more than we
predicted, posting a 0-to sprint of 7. The G6's 3. Mash the throttle, and the four-speed automatic
doesn't shy away from revving its partner to successive rpm shifts. Just be willing to wait for

those shifts to occur--the gearing gaps are canyonlike. Unfortunately, the 3. Those accustomed
to the sweet song of an Accord V-6 will cringe. The big culprit for the G6's lackluster
performance is heft--the Pontiac weighs pounds. Even the Malibu Maxx, with its fifth door, tips
the scales at Why's the G6 so heavy? For one, its iron-block V-6 is like an anchor under the
bow, and the sunroof, with its electric motor and four glass panes, is akin to a lead hat.
Although there's little hope of upcoming weight reductions for the G6, more power appears to
be on the horizon. If--sorry, when --the GXP goes on sale, it promises to deliver what the GT
could not--a real sports-sedan experience. Until then, the GT is as sporty as the G6 comes. For
those considering an upgrade from their Grand Ams, this isn't a bad thing. The G6 will no doubt
turn all fond feelings toward the Grand Am into distant dislikes. But for those cross-shopping
the G6 GT with the Japanese competition, the new Pontiac may possess the looks, but it still
lacks the refinement and, in most instances, robust performance. Now that the Grand Am has
one foot in the grave, all that's left for the G6 is to make the driver feel alive. Let's hope the
upcoming GXP can do the job. Pontiac has dispensed with the stick-on surface excitement read
"plastic cladding" , but the performance doesn't measure up to the visual promise. The badging
says GT, but the steering feels as if it were crafted by carpenters, transient response is
reluctant, grip is modest, understeer ranges from mulish to terminal, braking is only adequate,
and the power of the pushrod six is, to be kind, anemic. All of these good old Grand Am traits
are baked into a sexy new package with an interior that looks terrific. Wouldn't it be swell if
Pontiac could get the dynamics marching to the same beat? Guess again. Despite a better
power-to-weight ratio than the current Grand Am GT which, in case you were wondering, is the
third ever , the G6 is slower to 60 mph and the quarter-mile, takes longer to stop from 70 mph,
and has less skidpad grip. Since the G6 isn't any more of a driver's car than the Grand Am, the
best thing about the G6 is that the stylish looks will make me considerably less aggravated
when one of these, rather than a Grand Am, is blocking the left lane. The new Pontiac battles its
heritage with some pricey-car details
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such as painted and chromed accents and a fine-weave headliner. No gaping fissures or
wobbly trim on this dash; it looks solid, a sculpted monoblock wrapped in a squishable skin.
Compound hinges swing the trunk up and away, exposing an airport-ready trunk. Pushing the
axles farther apart draws applause from passengers, although rear headroom is cut short by the
sunroof machinery. Dull handling, the chug of pushrods, and some absurd seat lumpiness
mean only folks with modest expectations will see the G6 as a great leap forward. New Cars.
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